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Abstract
The Brown v. Board of Education (1954) decision was a significant change in social justice and human rights.
There is ongoing debate about public education not as a private commodity but as a public good that must be
made available on equal terms. Recently, schools are entering an era of second-generation segregation. Poor
outcomes, language acquisition programs preventing access to college-readiness courses, and teacher quality are
causes for concern. Research on second-generation segregation found that African-American children experience
lower rates of academic achievement than their White peers. This was a case study analysis to investigate the
impact of teacher preparation and culturally relevant practices related to educational opportunities. The results
hold implications on misconceptions of educational improvements for Black children and identify the need to
increase cultural responsiveness and an intentional focus on students’ assets and needs.
Keywords: second-generation segregation, cultural responsiveness, equality of opportunity, critical race theory
1. Introduction
In-depth conversations on diversity, equity, and inclusion remain necessary. Segregation is not only separating
races; it is also social isolation and isolation from educational opportunities, including language acquisition.
Mistrust, social distance, and alienation create extreme resentment, making it impossible to desegregate schools
and communities effectively. Many students are being educated through second-generation segregation
(Mickelson, 2001, 2015). Meier and colleagues (1991) offered a definition that second-generation segregation is
the educational opportunities that are tracked racially within schools based on the grouping of the core academic
subjects (reading, science, math and history) during the 6−12 grades. On the other hand, PreK-5th grades, second
generation segregation starts with special education identification through psycho-educational assessments and
GATE (Gifted and Talented Educations) placements.
Given this opportunity and recalling my experiences as a student, teacher, and school district administrator, I
wanted to reflect on one of the most significant cases in history. I understood the different facts and different
local conditions that challenge communities’ implementation of desegregation plans. Being a student, a teacher
and an administrator in those public schools I have firsthand experience within that environment. Furthermore,
recognizing the commonality of the legal questions regarding racial discrimination, I thought about the remarks
of Chief Justice Warren: “Today, education is a principal instrument in awakening children to cultural values, in
preparing them for later professional training, and in helping them adapt and adjust to their environment” (Brown
v. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483, 1954). Also, “Education is perhaps the most important function of state and
local governments. Compulsory school attendance laws and the great expenditures for education both
demonstrate our recognition of the importance of education to our democratic society” (Brown v. Board of
Education, 347 U.S. 483, 1954) Fully realizing this sentiment requires the public to take responsibility and
accurately perform and maintain the requirements (Reardon & Owens, 2014). Moreover, there is a need for
effective teachers and systems and for gradual adjustments from existing systems of inequality that continue to
operate with intense levels of uncertainty.
Theoretically, solutions are available. However, the right course of action to advance integration efforts requires
reflective practice and social cooperation from all who participate. This is not to devalue the decision or criticize
the work of others. However, the Brown (1954) decision highlighted a sincere aspiration to change the lives of
the oppressed. It established a baseline for addressing systems of inequality and injustice in our institutions.
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Additionallly, one cannoot expect Brow
wn’s provisionns to end all m
multicultural diispositions in society or mea
asure
the disadvvantages that have
h
occurred ssince this arranngement of soocial cooperatioon without furrther interpreta
ation.
Racial dispparities extendd beyond ethnnicity. Questionns remain reggarding whetheer the court shhould have use
ed its
equity pow
wers to ensure implementatioon of a desegreegation plan w
with deliberate speed by appoointing a comm
mittee
to oversee teacher traininng, student-teaacher ratios, annd facilities.
From my experience as a student, teaccher, and adm
ministrator, I beelieve there is a second-geneeration segregation
occurring, and it interseects with isolation. The perssistent high levvels of povertty that are beinng captured on
n the
figure beloow demonstrattes the disparitties between B
Black students as compared to other ethniciities. Also form
ms of
second-genneration segregation has impplication of prooviding studennts with a certaain level of a ddisgraced education
based on poverty (Jenssen, 2009) annd social classs, which maggnifies the neeed for more conversation
n and
reconciliattion (Gorski, 2018;
2
Hess ett al., 2019). A
Although the B
Brown decisionn was issued 60-plus years ago,
disparities still exist.

Figure 1. A
Annual poverty levels
Source: U.S. Department of Coommerce, 2017.

orary
The purpoose of this expploratory casee study is to rrevisit the Broown (1954) deecision in lighht of contempo
second-genneration segreegation. The aiim is to investiigate the impaact variables off teacher prepaaration (ability
y and
achievemeent) through Lewin’s
L
(1936)) theory that behavior is a reesult of the peerson and the eenvironment: B = f
(PE) (p. 122). The paper sought to adddress the questtion of whetheer White teachhers’ lack of ppreparation to teach
t
diverse stuudent populations dilutes Affrican-Americaan children’s eeducation. If sso, this lack off preparation could
c
have a siignificant imppact on studeents’ educatioonal experiennces. The missconceptions about educational
improvem
ments for African-American cchildren potenntially identifyy a need to inccrease cultural responsivenesss by
intentionallly focusing onn students’ asssets and needss. Figure 2 outtlines the achiievement gap bbetween Black
k and
White studdents further indicating
i
issuues that conneccting races annd educational outcomes. Ass mentioned ea
arlier
second-genneration segregation manifesst in the core ssubject areas oof (math readinng, language arrts and science
e) the
figure beloow shows the trends
t
in math and reading oover a 41-year span.
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Figuure 2. Academiic achievemennt disparities
Source: Natioon Center for Eduucational Statisticss, 2013.

Despite thhe limitations of this subjecttive approach to situational taxonomies, defined as situuations that pe
ermit
explicit beehavior (Gibsoon, 1977), theyy establish the foundation for an investigattion of the learrning environm
ment.
The paper contributes too the field becaause complex problems requuire continuedd exploration aand investigatio
on of
topics likee justice and faairness (Rawlss, 1971), multiicultural educaation (Howardd, 2010), teachher preparation, and
student acchievement. Thhis paper seekks to shed ligght on some oof the potentiaal causes of m
missed educattional
opportunitties.
2. Backgrround
Black Historyy Month celebrration in 20200, a panel wass convened onn the Spanglerr v. Pasadena City
During a B
Schools (11976) case to pay
p tribute to th
the Brown v. B
Board of Educaation (1954) decision. We paanelists were asked
a
to providee an explanatioon of the Brow
wn decision’s connections too the Spanglerr case. Seconddly, we were asked
a
what progrrams, practices, and policiess should be impplemented to ppromote studennt success. Thhe decision was one
of the signnificant milestoones in the couurse of social juustice rights annd human righhts.
Discussionns about race are
a uncomforttable and compplicated at tim
mes, yet the debbate over equaality of educational
opportunitties continues.. For examplee, according tto Rosenthal ((1957), the N
National Educaational Association
(NEA) repported that bettter results can be obtained w
when Black stuudents are taughht by Black teachers in theirr own
school (D
DuBois, 1935).. When a creddible source vverifies inform
med knowledgge, an inheriteed outlook ca
an be
perpetuateed through the ages.
Beyond seegregation, isoolation from educational oppportunities creeates greater ddisparities andd adverse outco
omes
for Africaan-American children. Thee primary connnection betw
ween the cases is a needd for an effe
ective
desegregattion plan. Speecifically, Brow
wn (1954) andd Spangler (19976) both noteed different loocal conditionss and
circumstannces. The com
mmonality acrooss the U.S. iis non-compliaance regardingg full integrattion. The Span
ngler
(1976) casse is heroic to
t some (Wallker, 2018), aas it entailed taking on a ssocial justice mission to en
nsure
desegregattion across thee United Statees. Since schoools were beingg unconstitutioonally segregaated, in Spangller v.
Pasadena City Board of Education (1976), the disstrict court orddered school oofficials to eliminate segreg
gative
state actioon affecting thhree components of the schhool system: staff assignmeents, hiring annd promotion,, and
facility loccation. Willinggness to speakk up against thee delayed impplementation of the Brown decision, along with
showing a deep concernn for the lack oof racial balannce, is noteworrthy. The Spanngler (1976) ccase established the
foundationn for the phenoomenon that ppersists in seveeral communities today. Thee table below iillustrates the cases
c
and preceddents related too ending segregation.
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Table 1. Legal pathways to end segregation
Court Case
Murray v. Maryland (1937) Maryland Supreme Ct.

Gaines v. Canada (1938) U.S. Supreme Court

Sipuel v. Oklahoma State Board of Regents (1948)
U.S. Supreme Court

Sweatt v. Painter (1950) U.S. Supreme Court

McLaurin v. Oklahoma (1950) U.S. Supreme
Court

Parker v. Delaware (1950) Delaware State Court
(Chancery Court)

Legal Matter or Precedent
The Maryland Supreme Court forced Maryland to admit Donald Murray to its law
school. Two strategies often employed to avoid admitting Blacks were rejected: 1)
establishing new academic programs at Black colleges, and 2) subsidizing out-of-state
tuition for Black students.
Gaines applied to Univ. of Missouri law school. The court supported the Murray
precedent, ordering the admission of Gaines. Missouri’s out-of-state tuition subsidies
were rejected, but the Court allowed the state to open an “equal” law school at Lincoln
Univ. (for Blacks).
The Oklahoma Supreme Court gave the University three choices: 1) admit Ada Sipuel,
2) immediately open a Black law school, or 3) close the White school until a Black
one was opened. The University chose to establish a makeshift law school, which was
upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court.
Heman Sweatt fought his assignment to Texas’ makeshift law school for Blacks. The
court finally found these alternate schools grossly inadequate and in violation of the
equal portion of ‘separate but equal.’ This ruling reversed Sipuel in which Oklahoma’s
separate school was upheld.
District Court ordered the University of Oklahoma to admit McLaurin to graduate
school. Instead of setting up a makeshift school, Oklahoma maintained segregation by
isolating him while on campus. The court intervened: he must receive the same
treatment as students of other races.
A Delaware Chancery Court judge ordered the University of Delaware to admit
several Negro plaintiffs, finding the “colored” colleges in the state to be grossly
inferior. This was the first court-ordered integration of a state-financed institution of
higher education in America.

Note. Adapted from Kluger, 1976.

The areas of staff assignment, hiring, and promotion lend themselves to the disgraceful education that students
receive in contemporary segregated schools: second-generation segregation. For example, when highly skilled
teachers elect to teach in affluent areas, novice teachers are assigned to high-needs areas with larger class sizes
and fewer resources (Oakes, 2005; Irvine, 2003; Marzano, 2009). In addition, facility location has a significant
impact on a community, and the poverty influences attendance, and, ultimately, funding. Exposure to
concentrated disadvantage can have detrimental effects on children and their future trajectories (Hess et al.,
2019).
Another concern is that teachers shoulder immense pressure and are responsible for the preparation of the
nation’s future, leading to heavy scrutiny and high political exposure when their performance is mediocre
(Goldstein, 2015). There are many consequences when society overlooks the situation. With that being said, the
reasons are not simplistic. Bittia and colleagues (2015) assert that significant differences in education quality and
quantity during the formative years constitute inequalities that potentially launch students to insurmountable
failure levels in their college years.
3. Methodology
The cases that followed Brown carried implications of positive immunity while ending discrimination at public
institutions. Positive immunity is the right against legal discrimination implying inferiority in civil society,
lessening the security of rights others enjoy (Strauder v West Virginia, 100 U.S. 303, 1880). Phenomenology is
both a philosophical and theoretical approach premised on a concept of experience as well as a research
methodology consistent with this theoretical framework. Phenomenology is an approach to conceptualize and
study people’s experience, specifically African-American students with consistent philosophical foundations
(Giorgi, 1994). To establish what qualifies a qualitative scientific investigation as phenomenological, Giorgi
(1997) pinpointed that the distinctive features of phenomenological research are to “employ (1) description (2)
within the attitude of the phenomenological reduction, and (3) seek the most invariant meanings for a context” (p.
235) The purpose of this exploratory case study is to revisit the Brown (1954) decision in light of
second-generation segregation to understand the impact variables of teacher preparation. An exploratory case
study was selected because issues defined as “not simple and clean but intricately wired to political, social,
historical, and especially personal contexts” (Stake, 1995 p. 17) are necessary to guide research and develop
frameworks (Baxter & Jack, 2008). The researcher used public records, observations, and archival interview
data.
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The analysis occurred by categorical aggregation and direct interpretation (Yin, 2003). The collection and
analysis of the archival records and observational experiences could provide possible improvements in teacher
preparation, cultural responsiveness, and understanding of the phenomenon of second-generation segregation.
Building on the body of prior work (Ladson-Billings,1995; Mickelson, 2001; Banks, 1994; Lewin, 1936;
Bandura, 1982; Darling-Hammond, 2010; Howard, 2010; Gay, 2000), the figure below gives a description that
amplifies the issues in education and connects the policies and structures that widens the achievement gap as a
result of the factors that influence second-generation segregation.

Teacher
Preparation
Histroical
Factors

Socioeconomics

Biased
Assessments

Second
Generation
Segregation

Unconscious
Racism

Societal
Silience

Poverty
Cultural
Mismatch

Figure 3. Factors that influence second generation segregation
4. Results
4.1 The Integration Process
The results demonstrated school reform efforts have opportunities to initiate the integration process and support
teachers with training and preparation when the power and decision-making are shared to fully integrate the
educational system. Achievement gaps and disparities continue to persist based on resource allocations. Attorney
Paul E. Wilson (1953) wrote a letter to the attorney general’s office in anticipation of the ruling finding
segregated facilities unconstitutional. The letter suggests that the board of education appeared to be making plans
for integration. Nonetheless,
The contracts of a number of colored teachers were not renewed last Spring, and the reason given was in
the event segregated schools were no longer possible, the board did not feel that a majority of White
parents in Topeka would be willing to have their children in classes conducted by a negro teacher. (Wilson,
1953, p. 1)
During an interview, Jackson (1991) recalled living in Topeka at the time of Brown (1954). Jackson
acknowledged the efforts of White teachers at the elementary school, trying to integrate Black children into the
school and allow them to participate in learning activities. In contrast, her own children experienced racial
segregation and unwelcoming environment in junior high school. The shift in behavior and environment was
based on the person/s associated with the function, which confirms Lewinian (1936) theory.
Integrating schools and maintaining teacher quality posed challenges. Many Black teachers with advanced
degrees opposed integration because it caused economic problems and damaged their self-concept (White &
Parham, 1990). Walker (2018) reviewed the archives of Dr. Horace Tate and described Black teachers as
opposed to desegregation because they would lose control over what they taught and feared demotion despite
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holding addvanced degreees. School coonsolidations ttend to influeence a compettitive job marrket, and the racial
r
tensions m
made integratioon of the teachhing professioon challengingg. Walker (20118) affirmed thhe economic shifts
s
and she im
mplied that manny of the locall governments and school booards made thee teacher selecttion criteria an
nd the
policies arround hire andd promotion w
within specific counties furthher establishinng situational poverty due to the
terms of thhe desegregatioon of schools. Moreover, as noted in her fi
findings, the inntegration efforrts were consid
dered
to be “outtergratation” meaning
m
that Black studentts and teacherrs needed to inntegrate into W
White schoolss and
Whites didd not have to integrate
i
into Black commuunities even thoough they successful built oover 259 schoo
ols in
103 countiies in Georgiaa. The liquidattion of things started in theiir communitiess does not inddicate the efforrts to
authenticaally plan integrration efforts. The sharing oof power did nnot seem to be the case andd gave more Black
B
educators suspicion regaarding the inteegration of schhools. Walker (2018) refers tto this as “Dissmantling all of
o the
organizatioonal structuress and pedagogiical percepts oof black educattors seem to bee the price for the Supreme Court
C
decision inntended to eraadicate inequaality, and it w
was wrong” (pp. 8). On the other hand, tteacher preparration
programs aand schools were
w
ill-prepareed (Orfield & E
Eaton, 1996; F
Fairclough, 20004; Kluger, 19976; Walker, 2018;
2
Patterson, 1972; Farley et al., 1980). Combined wiith housing disscrimination redlining (Ferrri & Connor, 2005;
2
Frankenbeerg et al., 20199). African-Am
merican professsional was rellegated to new
w areas and beegan exploring new
economic opportunities in politics. Inn fact, some pprincipals of ssegregated schhools re-assignned to lessor roles
within schhools (i.e., buus attendant, ccustodian, andd yard supervisor) (Walker, 2018). The lack of a culltural
orientationn (Rogoff, 20003) exposed ssome the integgration challennges. The figuure below outtlines the approval
rating of thhe Brown (19554) Decision aand how initiaal stages of thee integration of the schools w
were less favorable
according to public opinnion. The fearr that the studeents would noot receive the same quality eeducation (Wa
alker,
2018) trouubled Black teaachers the mosst and they voiiced their conccerns about beiing excluded fr
from the curriculum
decisions. The social caapital was dam
maged in theiir community and the levell of uncertainn caused addittional
calamities.

Figuree 4. Favorabiliity rates of schhool integrationn
Source: Carrooll, 2014.

Administraative difficultiies were noted in the findings. According tto the Historic Public Schoolls of Kansas (1
1992)
report, 84%
% of the schoool districts in tthe state houseed only one teeacher. Conseqquently, they sserved only 19% of
the total poopulation, makking attempts aat equalizing sservices overw
whelming. Alsoo, the report staated that 55% of all
the buildinngs housed onlly 16% of the ttotal student ppopulation. Furrther, an intervview with a schhool board member
(Rausch, 11994) responsiible for the inteegration of teaachers met resiistance from B
Black and White parents. Overall,
the integraation process influenced scchool zoning aand the creatiion of neighboorhood schoolls to give stud
dents
access whhile reducing travel
t
time. R
Rausch (1994) also insistedd that the distrrict was not rre-zoned for racial
r
purposes. Nonetheless, Rausch suggeested that studdents’ self-woorth improved with desegreegated schools, but
academic qquality and stuudent learning outcomes did not demonstraate growth.
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4.2 Teacher Preparation
The level of teacher preparation has to be seen beyond the basic recital of school data by unpacking the
relationship to culture of its times (Butts & Cremin, 1953). Teacher preparation affects learning the most, and
teacher quality is the most crucial factor in determining student learning and improving education (Eggen &
Kauchak, 2013; Hanushek et al., 2010; Rivkin et al., 1998; Sanders & Rivers, 1996). The results showed that
preparation planning began with the integration of teacher colleges and special schools (Saint Louis Board of
Education, 1954). The K-12 public schools would integrate the following year, in September 1955. These plans
were widely used during the first stages after the Brown (1954) decision (“Segregation end in high schools,”
1954). Harris (for Whites) and Stowe Teacher Colleges (for Blacks) were the first public colleges in Missouri to
establish plans for integration four months after the ruling. Upon the merger that was deemed successful, the
American Council for Education established an Intergroup Education Program (Freeman, 1972) to assist with
integration efforts and to facilitate collaborative learning experiences at all levels. The findings revealed that,
despite collaborative efforts, Stowe had 10,000 fewer books and 37 fewer classrooms (Patterson, 1972). Also,
among Harris faculty, 33% held a Ph.D., compared to 18% of faculty at Stowe Teacher College (Patterson,
1972). Additionally, Harris received accreditation from the North Central Association of Schools, and Stowe was
not accredited (Patterson, 1972).
Furthermore, Ruth Harris (1967), the former president of the segregated Stowe Teachers College, reported that
teachers’ preparation would change alongside their roles in the community. She mentioned that teachers would
not only focus on their classrooms but would guide children and support their families in adjusting socially and
harmoniously, maximizing their shared spaces within their communities (Harris, 1967). In all, integration raised
professional standards. To date, equality of educational opportunity can minimize the adverse effects of poverty
when there is an intentional focus on the intersectionality of ability and diversity (Hoover, 2018). Berliner’s
(2006) findings that the teacher preparation process has to focus on professional knowledge (content expertise)
and dispositions (professional behavior) are consistent with prior research.
The diversity that is present in today’s classrooms man that educators cannot lack awareness of the cultural
assets that students bring into the classroom. If there is any hope in closing the achievement gap teachers must be
prepared to be equity-focused (Howard, 2020). Additionally, Grant and Hill (2020) assert that,
Well-established relationship between student motivational factors and engagement strategies would enable
students to engage in authentic learning that may lead to educationally productive activities and increased
motivation. Practitioners and researchers must focus on capturing and enhancing the visual representations
of what students think about themselves, what their motivation is, and how they engage in meaningful
activities. Perceptions are shaped by the learner’s experiences and the environments in which they occur.
Principles of development indicate that educators can influence experiences through the environment. (p.
48)
Teacher education reform movements is continuing to gain the attend of a vast bodies of scholars. Research
suggest that teacher preparation move from a superficial approach to address DEI (Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion) and the rhetoric towards grounded practices of multicultural education (Banks, 2004; Grant & Sleeter,
2007; Nieto, 2000; Howard, 2010, 2016; Gay, 2005; Cole, 1998; Rogoff, 2003; Parham, 2002; Sleeter & Bernal,
2004) that includes Culturally Sustaining Pedagogy (Paris, 2012).
4.3 Situational Poverty
The complexities of these issues highlight another theme: situational poverty. Situational poverty (Jensen, 2009)
is caused by a crisis or loss. The time frame varies based on the impact of the event (i.e., environmental, legal, or
political changes). Rosenthal (1957) noted that 82,000 Black teachers were employed nationally leading up to
the 1954 Brown decision. Shortly after, the number of Black teachers decreased by 10,000.
Gorski (2018) noted that living in poverty can cause lifelong effects and detrimental changes to the brain’s
development. Therefore, a student-centered, balanced learning environment with positive adult-student
relationships can increase student achievement and improve their social-emotional lives. Conversely, the
findings show that poverty discouraged the racial identity of Black teachers, and Black students minimized
self-expression. Also, the loss of positions as teachers and principals forced many into poverty and out of their
communities. Other findings echoed this sentiment (Cox, 1982; Fultz, 2004; Haney, 1978). Many teachers halted
the dismal process by suing school districts. Nonetheless, the court costs could have devastated teachers. The
findings also noted that Black teachers’ displacement was inaccurately quantified (Fairclough, 2004). Another
finding is that Black teachers preferred to teach middle-class children and discriminated against children with
darker complexions, inferring that these children were of lower socioeconomic status (Fairclough, 2004).
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Student achievement was being diluted as teachers were being displaced.
The movement of White teachers who did not agree with integration or who were displaced due to the
consolidation of schools has been associated with White flight. White flight refers to White families moving to
the suburbs, where homeownership was prohibited for Black people (Pettigrew, 2004). Additionally, the cities
they moved to did not suffer losses regardless of desegregation (Farley et al., 1980). This mobility and access to
resources allowed White teachers to minimize conditions that lead to poverty and loss of employment. These
findings unveil the possibility of second-generation segregation being closely linked to disgraced education (i.e.,
poor school outcomes, teacher quality, adequate facilities) and poverty. Beyond the role of desegregation,
isolation from educational opportunities creates greater disparities and increases negative outcomes for African
American students.
A major challenge exists when schools are trying to provide education to children in poverty. Research
conducted by the National Center for Children in Poverty (2016) affirm that 21.2% of African-American
children live in poverty as opposed to 8.7% of White children further amplifies the correlation between poverty,
race, and educational achievement (sited in Yang & Kobalt, 2018). To address these challenges, educators have
to reframe their beliefs and own possibilities that children from disadvantaged backgrounds are capable of
reaching academic excellence (Howard, 2020) despite the focus on improved clinical practice, (Hill, 2021) and
the heightened attention being centered around trauma and (Adverse Childhood Experiences) ACEs.
5. Discussion
African-American students’ education was lagging behind to a degree because White teachers were not trained
in Culturally Relevant Teaching (Ladson-Billings, 1995) and the apparent cultural mismatch (Gay, 2000)
contributed to the underachievement. Moreover, there teachers did not understand the communicative culture of
the students to meet their academic needs of providing a high-quality education (Walker, 2018; Alexander, 2012).
Their emotional overtones (Butts & Cremin, 1953) impacted their ability to improve student learning outcomes
for African American children in terms of lesson designs through a culturally responsive pedagogy (Banks, 1998;
Gay, 2014; Howard, 2010; Ladson-Billings, 1995). Also, African American children’s self-worth needed
improvement. The educational disparities continue to persist and the disturbing testing data. The research from
numerous scholars’ report that Black student who are not faced with poverty are still performing at lower levels
than their white counter parts. While the gap continues to exist, racial disparities are plaguing schools at even
higher levels today than during the Brown Era (Weinberg, 1997; Low, 1982; Noguera, 2003; Gonzales et al.,
2002; Takiki, 1993; Darling-Hammond, 2015).
To face challenges authentically, educators must understand culture (Butts & Cremin, 1953, Howard, 2020;
Banks, 2004). African American children were placed in the middle of social change, and Black teachers were
highly trained and able to teach resilience within segregated schools (Walker, 2018). Their level of empathy and
compassion was valuable to African American children because they wanted them to be a generation of educated
people. However, their influence on the students impacted integration efforts, and Black teachers assumed that
White teachers would not be willing to teach them. Thus, these children’s educational opportunities were
compromised. The groundwork for second-generation segregation was laid when African American community
leaders were relegated to sup-par positions, and their status in the community was threatened. Equality of
economic opportunity was minimized due to integration. The level of forced poverty increased as disgraceful
educational practices emerged. Black teachers’ contracts were not renewed as a result of integration, and
uncertainty struck their communities.
Postponed educational opportunities remained in the policies and practices that followed the Brown (1954)
decision. Desegregation seemed to demonstrate the moral and ethical standard of giving all people equal access
to public facilities, but the unintended consequences were that consolidated schools and programs caused
unemployment, as White families may not have wanted their children taught by Black teachers, even those with
superior training and skill. The investigation showed that Lewin’s theory could be used as a variable to measure
the impact of a specific person in the situation (environment) and the predictability of the behavior that emerges
from the conditions.
These examples from the work Estiaban-Guitart and colleagues (2019) encourage construction of a hybrid model
of family and hegemonic culture linked to society,
so that a critical perspective, must be overcome, and efforts should be made towards educational models
and practices that value, and indeed, guarantee, the survival of the different experiences, practices and life
contexts of the learners, going beyond the typical assimilationist values and practices prevalent in schools,
in which the curriculum, instruction, and teaching practices are often disconnected from the meaningful
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experiences, life contexts and practices of the learners. (p. 9)
Without culturally relevant pedagogies (Ladson-Billings, 2014) in schools, isolation from educational
opportunities persists. Students from various ethnic groups and socioeconomic status do not have the opportunity
to participate in a democratic classroom (Morrison, 2008; Wolk, 2003), and, therefore, do not develop an
appreciation or value of different perspectives or cultures. Moreover, the K-12 educational setting may foster
injustice, which leads to substantial consequences. Alexander (2012) reveals the school-to-prison pipeline
projects 1 in 3 Black children and 1 in 6 Latino/x will go to prison, and teachers are critical resources linked to
educational opportunities and social change.
The provision of separate but equal facilities did not settle the social contract and prevented cooperation.
Systems preventing leaders from ensuring that wrongs are righted (Noguera et al., 2019) further perpetuates
second-generation segregation through social and educational isolation. Because inequities can increase over
time, early detection in the educational system is necessary. Thought leaders and system planners with the
capacity to influence should develop a curriculum that integrates investigations into inequity with grade-level
benchmarks aligned with policies and metrics (Chien et al., 2016; Reisberg & Watson, 2010). Broadening
participation in improving school-based experiences (Chowdry et al., 2008) results from the need to improve
compulsory education and raise achievement levels.
There are many ways of reflecting on the Brown decision. “The elimination of legal segregation was a necessary
step on the road toward racial justice. That the road is a long and difficult one should not blind us to the necessity
and value of that very first step” (Jackson, 2000, p. 257). Nonetheless, this is an opportunity to examine the
results of the past by acknowledging success as well as recognizing the future challenges that students and
communities are preparing for. Guiner (2004) describes the damages from the Brown decision and writes,
The ambiguity of Brown’s legacy is as much a consequence of interest divergence as of the temporary
alliance between northern elites and civil rights advocates to promote social reform through biracial
top-down cooperation grounded in the values of racial liberalism. The Court relied on incomplete data
regarding the damage segregation did to the self-esteem of blacks while it underestimated the potentially
negative impact of desegregation on the self-esteem of some blacks and perhaps inadvertently reinforced
the identification of blackness with inferiority and stigma in the minds of whites. (p. 113)
The decision focused primarily on desegregation and, unfortunately, did not secure educational equality (Guiner,
2004). Since the offer and compromise of the case did not include educational opportunity, the ramification is
second-generation segregation.
5.1 Second-Generation Segregation
In second-generation segregation, educational environments cause students to develop defeatist attitudes and
lowered educational aspirations (Zirkel & Cantor, 2004). Disproportionate levels of suspension and expulsion
and the fact that the criminal justice system assigns criminal labels to children of color are not a new (Children’s
Defense Fund, 1975; McCarthy & Hoge, 1987; Skiba et al., 1997; Skiba et al., 2002; Thornton & Trent, 1988).
Institutions’ continued use of this practice ushers in second-generation segregation, which legalizes the denial of
educational opportunities (Alexander, 2012). Social contracts should display justice as fairness (Rawls, 1971),
and, when they do not, racial disproportionality amplifies and encourage schools to institute negative
consequences as a management style, contributing to the social isolation of children of color.
Moreover, to question and to invite conversation is not to doubt the intention or the results of the Brown decision
to make the world more just and equal or the federal guidelines to integrate schools. Segregation, regardless of
circumstances, had deprived minority children of equal educational opportunities and probably generated
feelings of inferiority among them. Comparatively, something is not quite right, and society seems to be moving
away from a commitment to school integration by imposing constraints on operations and organizations (Orfield,
2001; Orfield & Eaton, 1996). The call here is for a redistribution of power and for fundamental systemic change
to transcend the disproportionality plaguing students of color in terms of suspension and expulsion rates, which
adversely affect their educational opportunities and economic trajectories. Given the the social science and
critiques discussed here, revisionary history is possible (Zirkel & Cantor, 2004).
The connection between education and social justice becomes fractured when institutions have drastically
different outcomes. Bottia and colleagues (2015) stated that “all social systems create mechanisms for
distributing valued resources and allocating rights, responsibilities, costs, and burdens” (p. 42). Currently, racial
exclusion and discrimination manifest through a form of legalized segregation in education. Having received
relatively little attention, second-generation segregation is occurring through language acquisition programs
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shifting raacial dispartieiss past the binaary understandding of Black aand White(Parrham, 2002; G
Gay, 2000; How
ward,
2020) to innclude LatinX
X, Native-Ameerican, and speecific Asian-A
American comm
munities. Morreover, studentts are
being placced in English as a second lannguage coursees, restricting ttheir access to honors and Addvanced Placement
classes andd lowering colllege and careeer readiness. Sttudents of coloor are experienncing resegregaation.
6. Implicaations
To bring ttogether the thhemes and to ttake this case study across pprograms, we must agree thhat we can dev
velop
interculturral competencee to address syystems of racism
m. The assumpption implied bby the Brown ruling is a stan
ndard
of reasonaableness that should addreess issues crittical to race and education. The APA Taskforce (2
2012)
acknowleddged the psychhological impact of segregatiion and impliedd a need to adddress this impaact.
However, the Court coould not have anticipated social justice m
matters this ffar in advancee: the considerable
complexityy of segregatioon and its imppact on studentts of color. Thhus, education must be evaluuated in the present
and in lighht of the effectts of segregatioon (Rawls, 19771). A critical consciousnesss, defined by F
Freire (2000) as
a the
process byy which we apply criticall thinking skiills to examinne our currennt situations, leads to a de
eeper
understandding of our conncrete reality to devise, impplement, and eevaluate solutioons to problem
ms. Students do not
develop thhese skills whhen they are isolated from
m educational opportunitiess in the classrroom and soc
ciety.
Developinng cultural diveersity in the claassroom is a kkey indicator of academic achhievement (Essteban-Guitart et al.,
2019). Addditionally, the intercultural ddevelopment innventory (IDI)) provides interrpretations to iincrease educa
ators’
cultural aw
wareness by unnderstanding oorientations ressulting from cuultural interacttions (Hammerr & Bennett, 2003).
Understannd the prevalennce, impact andd implicationss of second-genneration segregation requirees more researc
ch on
the interseections of interrcultural devellopment and eeffective teachiing. The figures below show
w the continuu
um of
developmeental areas of culture,
c
the oriientations, andd their meaninggs.

Figurre 5. Intercultuural developmeent continuum
Note. Used w
with permission.

Table 2. Suummary of oriientation descrriptions
Terms
Denial

Descriptions
An orientation that likely recognnizes more observable cultural diffeerences (e.g., foodd) but may not notiice deeper cultural
difference (e.g., conflict resolutiion styles) and maay avoid or withdraw from cultural ddifferences.
Polarization
A judgmental orientation
o
that views cultural differrences in terms off “us” and “them.”” This can take thee form of:
An uncritical view
v
toward one’ss own cultural valuues and practices aand an overly critiical view toward oother cultural valu
ues and
Defense
practices.
An overly critiical orientation tow
ward one’s own cuultural values andd practices and an uuncritical view tow
ward other cultura
al values
Reversal
and practices.
An orientation that highlights cuultural commonality and universal vvalues and principles that may also m
mask deeper recog
gnition
Minimization
and appreciatioon of cultural diffeerences.
An orientation that recognizes annd appreciates pattterns of cultural ddifference and com
mmonality in one’s own and other cultures.
Acceptance
An orientation that is capable off shifting cultural pperspective and chhanging behavior in culturally approopriate and authen
ntic
Adaptation
ways.
Note. Used w
with Permission
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7. Conclusion
The research on the effects of racial composition and achievement suggests “many desegregation plans ordered
by courts were accompanied by conflict and resistance so that most short-run investigations of the impact of
integration on achievement are contaminated by factors related to the desegregation process” (Hanushek et al.,
2001, p. 11). Friske (1993) defines new racism as a struggle over the power to promote social interest that are
always racialized (quoted in Cross, 2005, p. 267) Since racism is not being perpetuated physically as much, but
is rather done by well-intentioned people in society through structures established by the dominant group
(McLaren, 2007). The right to choose any school through an open enrollment process was considered a rationale
behind school segregation, which still occurs today. Similarly, the mobility and quality of resources effects noted
during the Brown decision are distorting parent and community expectations about student success (Reardon &
Owens, 2014).
The diluted levels of achievement that African-American students experienced are a result of an effective
desegregation plan, leading to the Spangler (1976) decision. The hidden provocateurs were the Black educators
who advocated for adequate resources (Walker, 2018). Jim and Nancy Spangler (1976) are hidden provocateurs
in their own right through their display of moral courage in addressing racial imbalance at all levels of the school
system. The ruling affirmed that hiring and promotion, staff assignments, and facilities should be included in the
desegregation plan to realize a truly integrated system with equality of opportunity and participation in the
decision-making process.
In light of the informative decision, the National Collaborative on Diversity in Teacher Education (2004) affirms
the recommendation to recruit and retain a more diverse teaching force and establish expectations to influence
the well-being of all students. Transforming the teaching profession and placing those individuals who serve in a
place of honor is essential to creating an effective desegregation plan, will prevent the further postponement of
educational opportunities, and will minimize the harm to our future (Frankenberg et al., 2019).
This critical piece can improve student’s performance and academic achievement through IDI and the Teaching
and Learning Inventories (TLI) inventories. Additionally, the increased need for anti-biased education to combat
second-generation segregation and improve educational outcomes for black students is essential. The four goals
of anti-bias education are

• Each child will demonstrate self-awareness, confidence, family pride, and positive social identities.
• Each child will express comfort and joy with human diversity; accurate language for human differences;
and sincere, caring human connections.
• Each child will increasingly recognize unfairness, have the language to describe unfairness, and
understand that unfairness hurts.
• Each child will demonstrate empowerment and the skills to act, with others or alone, against prejudice
and discrimination. (Grant & Hill, 2020, p. 49)
These added dimension gives the students confidence and motivation that builds on a strong teacher-student
relationship and improves literacy (Sealey-Ruiz, 2013). Moreover, monitoring teacher quality to ensure teachers
are equipped with the skills to improve learning outcomes and develop cultural competence will change students’
trajectories. One would think that if the desegregation plan was for Black and White teachers to work in the
same classrooms to support integration, diversity equality, and inclusion students would not be in an era of
second-generation segregation. In other words, to better understand the complexities for culture and race state
education agencies could have potentially encouraged interracial collaboration over negative competition.
Reflecting on issues that persist produces effective questioning, which opens the door to possibilities.
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